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Introduction

The Atlantic hurricane season runs from June 1st to November causing
massive destruction and loss of life. Meteorologists, by studying previous
weather data, predict expected number of hurricanes in the season.

Deep neural networks(DNN) have the ability to understand complex
relationships in spatio temporal data. We introduce DNN to hurricane
prediction to understand the complex relationship between weather patterns
and the number of hurricanes in a hurricane season.

Motivation

Geostationary satellites collect tens of terabytes of data everyday that is
used to make predictions about future weather. With high performance
computing, DNN could demystify this data and provide valuable insights and
predictions.

Objective

I To predict the intensity of the hurricane season using deep learning

I Massively distribute training of the neural network using PyCompss

Preliminary Findings
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Eearly experiements are aimed at finding the most significant factors in
storm formation. They show the following:

I Sea surface temperature has the highest impact on the prediction of
number of storms

I It is possible to predict the nature of the hurricane season using DNN

Conclusion

I Deep learning could offer an alternative way to understand climate data and
make predictions for hurricane season

I Deep learning and human expertise could significantly improve predictions
and potentially save lives and property.

Future Work

I A complete end to end workflow to continously learn weather patterns that
affect the hurricane season and make better predictions

I Implement distributed learning to eliminate the need to expensive
computational infrastructure

I Application of approximate computing in different parts of the workflow

I Ressilience analysis of the entire workflow
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